Empowering Students of English Department through Fieldtrips
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English Greeting songs

- Good morning to you, good morning to you
  Good morning, everybody (Mrs. Nury)
  Good morning to you

- A: Hi. How are you?  B: I’m fine
  A: Hi. How are you?  B: I’m fine. How are you?
  A: I’m fine. I’m fine. thank you.
Allow me to introduce myself

Nury Supriyanti, MA
Lecturer of Yogyakarta State University
born and educated in Yogyakarta

- TK Taman Indria
- SD Keputran V
- SMPN 2 Yogyakarta
- SMA Negeri 1 Yogyakarta
- IKIP Negeri Yogyakarta
- Macquarie Uni, Australia
Teaching career

- English teacher in SMP, SMK, Akbid, Akper, Faculty of Economics etc
- Teacher trainer, teacher educator
- Teacher assessor, national textbook reviewer
- Ex head of department
- Member of Senate Faculty
Welcoming words

Welcome to Yogyakarta
Welcome to the City of Education
Welcome to the miniature of Indonesia
Welcome to the centre of Javanese Culture
In Yogyakarta we can see

- The Palace of the Yogyakarta Sultanate
- The great mount Merapi and the museum
- The beaches of The legendary Laut Selatan
- The Prambanan Temple and other smaller temples and the newly discovered temples
- Well known universities
- Malioboro street with the shopping spot
How can you learn from them all?

English Department students learn from them in two ways:

- what they mean for their future career
- how students of other English departments in the city are trained and educated in such an environment
Yogyakarta represents the challenges EDS face in their future job in

- Education (formal and non formal)
- Tourism
- Business
- Entertainment
- others
What are you going to do to get yourself prepared for the challenges?

- Learning English both as skills, knowledge and science
- Learning with lecturers, friends, on your own
English skills that you need to master

- Listening
- Speaking
- Reading
- Writing

Each is learned in different ways, but all need practices
The content that you need to master

English is the language
It is only the medium or means of communication.
It needs content which takes the form of knowledge of the world
Being professional English teachers

- proper education and training
- meaningful experiences
- commitment
- enthusiasm for learning and better teaching
- catching up with technology
- etc
Those who dare to teach never cease learning

- Learning from other teachers, learning from books, the internet
- Learning from their own teaching,
  learning from the students
- Attending workshop, conferences, seminars on our field
Yogyakarta as learning environment

the city of education which has long history has made Yogya conducive for learning

People put the education of their children as first priority in the family mission
The academic atmosphere in Yogya

Everyone works hard (teachers, lecturers, students, management) to struggle for quality

Students are already engaged in English related jobs before they graduate
Getting prepared for your future career related to English

- Learn in many ways
- Use technology for learning and self development not for pleasure and entertainment only
- Use the opportunity of studying at your campus for your future
English Department Students in Yogyakarta

They work hard in order to survive, graduate and get a good job.
Closing remarks

What about students of English Department of STKIP Setiabudi?

1. Willingness to be professional
2. Willingness to accept and try new things
3. Willingness to try our best effort
Enjoy Yogyakarta and your English learning

Thank you